Remote Collaboration With Mixed Reality Displays: How Shared Virtual Landmarks Facilitate Spatial Referencing
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ABSTRACT
HCI research has demonstrated Mixed Reality (MR) as being beneficial for co-located collaborative work. For remote collaboration, however, the collaborators’ visual contexts do not coincide due to their individual physical environments. The problem becomes apparent when collaborators refer to physical landmarks in their individual environments to guide each other’s attention. In an experimental study with 16 dyads, we investigated how the provisioning of shared virtual landmarks (SVLs) influences communication behavior and user experience. A quantitative analysis revealed that participants used significantly less ambiguous spatial expressions and reported an improved user experience when SVLs were provided. Based on these findings and a qualitative video analysis we provide implications for the design of MRs to facilitate remote collaboration.
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INTRODUCTION
Mixed Reality (MR) describes the “merging of real and virtual worlds” on a display [23]. MR displays can create the illusion of virtual objects being situated in the user’s physical environment. MR has been proposed for a variety of application domains such as architecture [20], education [6, 11], computer-aided instruction [12], medical visualizations [1] as well as a tool for computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) [15, 27, 19, 5, 3, 28, 30, 25]. Recent technological advancements show that this belief is not far from reality with technologies like Microsoft HoloLens [22] and Google’s Project Tango Tablet [10]. They are about to find their way into our everyday lives and will provide novel collaborative experiences such as MR remote assistance (e.g., [22]). Despite their potentials as collaborative interfaces, research on how MR interfaces can be used to enhance face-to-face and remote collaboration has not been widely investigated [4]. Especially the design of distributed groupware systems have to account for sufficient information resources to keep the collaborators aware of each other’s actions and thereby maintain “the fluidity and naturalness” of face-to-face collaboration [16]. This work addresses this research area by focusing on remote collaboration with MR displays and one of its inherent issues: collaborative spatial referencing with different visual contexts (Figure 1).

Collaborative activities require group members to coordinate their actions to prevent from a potential “process loss” [31]. For that reason, Benford et al. suggest the provisioning of a “persistent context” for successful group activities [3]. Studies (e.g., [5, 13, 24]) show that such a “shared visual context” [13] can positively influence group conversation and help to establish a mutual understanding of the shared workspace. This becomes apparent when remote collaborators use spatial references to guide each other’s attention to particular work objects. For such spatial referencing, visually outstanding features in the environment—so-called landmarks—can play a vital role [17] as they can serve as “spatial anchors” by which locations of other objects can be expressed [26, 29]. This, however, implies that for tasks that contain similarly looking work objects (e.g., work notes in affinity diagramming or atoms in molecular modeling), the work objects themselves may not serve well as landmarks. Furthermore, and with respect to remote collaboration, successful spatial referencing assumes that the landmark that is being addressed is also visible by the addressee. With MR displays as tools for remote collaboration, however, the addressee may refer to physical landmarks within their individual environment. This can result in communication ambiguities [7] as the addressee’s physical landmarks are not necessarily available in the addressee’s physical environment (Figure 1).
Benford et al. [3] provide a classification to investigate trade-offs for the design of shared-spaces experiences. This classification describes the qualities of shared-space technologies in terms of two dimensions. First, Transportation is defined as "the extent to which a group of participants and objects leave behind their local space and enter into some new remote space in order to meet with others." Hence, the more transportation qualities the interface provides, the less significant the physical environment becomes. Second, and following the notion of MR as a continuum (Milgram et al. [23]), Artificiality is defined as "the extent to which a space is either synthetic or is based on the physical world. This spans the extremes from wholly synthetic to wholly physical environments." [3]

Concerning the identified issue of different visual contexts during remote collaboration with MR displays, we consider both aspects particularly relevant to investigate design trade-offs and their consequences on collaborative processes. We assume that increasing artificiality through the provisioning of shared virtual landmarks (SVLs, e.g., a virtual plant, Figure 2) also increases the shared visual context during remote collaboration and can thus positively influence collaborative processes. In this work, we address the following research question: Does the provisioning of shared virtual landmarks--as a means to increase the shared visual context--positively influence remote collaboration with MR displays?

HYPOTHESES

H1: SVLs influence participants' communication behavior. The provisioning of SVLs increases collaborators' shared visual context, which allows them to develop a better mutual understanding of their shared workspace. Also, collaborators can use the landmarks as "spatial anchors" to communicate spatial information, which enables them to identify the target objects clearly without ambiguity.

H2: SVLs improve user experience. Collaborators value the presence of SVLs, which results in an improved user experience.

EXPERIMENT

The study used a counterbalanced within-subjects design with the provisioning of shared virtual landmarks being the independent variable (see Figure 1 for the baseline condition, and Figure 2 for the SVL condition).

Study, Apparatus, and Task

The study took place in two rooms at our university department representing two distinct physical workspaces for the collaborators. As MR displays we used Project Tango Tablets [9]. To provide a communication channel during the task, we installed TeamSpeak 3 [14] on the tablets.

Similar to Müller et al. [24] we designed a collaborative version of the memory card game to evoke spatial referencing between collaborators. Unlike in Müller et al.'s experiment [24], collaborators were located in spatially distributed rooms. This poses different challenges in terms of the "perceptual mechanisms used to maintain awareness" [16] during collaborative spatial referencing. We distributed 20 virtual cubes in each room. The position of the collaborator's tablet was visualized as virtual viewing frustum (Figure 1). Each cube could be "uncovered" by touching its representation on the tablet screen. Cubes were textured with an icon which became visible in the uncovered state (Figure 2). There were 10 pairs of cubes being textured with the same icon. Icons were taken from the Wingdings font. Participants had to collaboratively find cubes with the same icon. In each turn, each collaborator was allowed to uncover one cube. Once collaborators found a match, the two associated cubes were removed from the MR environment, otherwise the two cubes turned into "covered" state after a delay of three seconds. Two video cameras—one in each room—recorded the study, audio was captured and recorded from TeamSpeak, and interactions (navigation and uncover events) were logged. The study prototype was implemented using Unity3D [32].

As SVLs we used objects that augment the physical environment, similar to Müller et al. [24]: an armchair, a bookshelf, a small potted plant, a potted tree, and a ceiling lamp. SVLs were placed in the shared 3D space in such a way that they naturally augmented the collaborators' physical environment.

DEPENDENT VARIABLES AND ANALYSIS

To investigate whether SVLs change Communication Behavior we analyzed the collaborators' expressions that they used for spatial referencing. Quantitative analysis of spatial expressions is based on video coding. We gained additional, qualitative findings that refer to participants' communication experiences in a concluding interview after participants had finished both conditions.

After completion of each study condition, we provided a customized questionnaire to assess user experience. With the first questionnaire item, we requested participants' self assessment on how well they were able to communicate spatial information with their partner ("How do you assess your abilities to exchange spatial information?" 10-point Likert scale). In the second part we assessed participants' sense of Transportation, using the sub-dimension Social presence - Actor within medium (parasocial interaction) of the Temple Presence Inventory [21]. In the concluding interview, participants indicated their favored condition (Preference) and reported their general experiences in the two conditions.

Study Procedure

Participants were welcomed and introduced to the study. Afterward, they were taken to different rooms by two examiners. In their associated room they were asked to fill out a demographic
questionnaire. Then, participants were provided a training phase to familiarize themselves with the devices and the task. In this phase, no shared virtual landmarks were provided and a test set of symbols and coordinates was used. After approx. 3 min participants started with the study task in their assigned first study condition (approx. 10 min). Then, participants were asked to fill out the questionnaire on their user experiences. This procedure was repeated in the respective other condition. Afterwards, a concluding, semi-structured group interview on participants’ preferences and experience was conducted by the two examiners. Each session took approx. 40 minutes.

**Participants**

We recruited 32 participants (20 female, 12 male) between 19-26 years of age ($M = 23.08, SD = 1.71$), forming 16 dyads. 29 participants were university students and 3 were employees.

**Findings**

Significance tests assume a $p$-value < .05. Non-parametric tests were used when the assumption of normal distribution was violated. Results are marked with the subscript $B$ for the baseline condition (without SVLs) and with the subscript $SVL$ when SVLs were provided.

**Communication Behavior**

We first synchronized video, audio, and interaction logs. We then took the synchronized videos from half of the sessions and analyzed for types of spatial expressions. A cluster analysis revealed a set of 6 categories:

- **Physical Object**: The addresser refers to a physical object in their individual environment to communicate the position of the target object (e.g., “above the wastebasket”).

- **Deictic Speech**: The addresser does not explicitly refer to an object to communicate the position of the target object, which is why deictic expressions “cannot be fully understood by speech alone” [18] (e.g., “over there”, “here”).

- **Room**: The addresser uses features of the physical structure of their individual environment to communicate the position of the target object (e.g., “in the corner”, “on the ground”).

- **Person**: The addresser refers to himself/herself (e.g., “in front of me”), or to the addressee (e.g., “in front of you”) or to both collaborators (e.g., “in between of us”).

- **Cube**: The addresser refers to an already uncovered cube to guide the addressee’s attention to a nearby target object (“the one behind the uncovered cube”).

- **SVL**: The addresser refers to one of the shared virtual landmarks to specify the position of the target object (e.g., “the cube above the armchair”).

We then analyzed all videos for spatial expressions using the 6 categories as coding scheme. We determined the number of occurrences of each category in each condition per session. A Wilcoxon signed-ranks test did not reveal significant differences in the total number of spatial expressions ($z = -.664, p = .542, r = -.18$). In the SVL condition, however, participants used significantly less deictic expressions ($Mdn_{SVL} = 30.00, Mdn_{SVL} = 17.00; z = -2.200, p < .05, r = -.61$) and significantly more SVLs ($Mdn_{SVL} = 0.00, Mdn_{SVL} = 12.00; z = -3.061, p < .001, r = -.85$) (Figure 2).

![Figure 3. Mean occurrences of spatial expressions collaborators used to specify the position of the target cube.](image)

**User Experiences**

A Wilcoxon signed-ranks test of users’ perceived communication abilities (1 = very bad, 7 = very good) revealed that users assessed their abilities to communicate spatial information significantly higher when SVLs were provided. ($Mdn_{SVL} = 6.00, Mdn_{SVL} = 6.00, z = -2.234, p < .05, r = -.39$).

Analysis of the Transportation items using the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test revealed that participants rated the item “How much did it seem as if you and the people you saw/heard both left the places where you were and went to a new place?” significantly higher when SVL were provided ($Mdn_{SVL} = 4.00, Mdn_{SVL} = 4.00, z = -2.104, p < .05, r = -.37$). There was no significant difference between the ratings of the question “How much did it seem as if you and the people you saw/heard were together in the same place?”

In the concluding interview, all participants (N = 32) favored the condition where SVLs were provided. As a reason, participants stated that the SVL provided them a universal reference system (n = 11, e.g., “universal referencing options,” “same room for both of us,” “common orientation,” “absolute references”), a better orientation (n = 8, e.g., “better orientation,” “better orientation and more reference points”), and better spatial memory capabilities (n = 3, e.g., “easier to recall the cube positions,” “better assignment of cubes”). Participants did not indicate a specific SVL as being particularly outstanding or preferred.

**Additional Findings**

There was no significant difference in task completion time (TCTs) between baseline condition and landmarks condition, $t(15) = 1.133, p = 0.275, r = 0.28$.

We analyzed the videos by looking for conflict scenarios, reasons for conflicts, and participants’ strategies to overcome them. Each conflict was annotated with a brief description of the current situation and associated, representative quotes from the collaborators. We identified 3 frequent conflict situations:

- **Addressee is unable to interpret a spatial expression**: This situation typically occurred due to either ambiguous, mostly deictic expressions or the use of physical landmarks. Dyads solved this either via several conversational turns or using a distinct SVL if they were available. Alternatively, collabo-
rators positioned themselves in such a way that they could take the same perspective on the cubes.

- **Unawareness of collaborator’s performed interactions:** This frequently happened in both conditions and became problematic as cubes would either disappear (in the case of a match) or as they would automatically turn into covered state. When SVLs were provided, the participant who performed the action on the cube could refer to it via a nearby SVL (e.g., “I opened to one above the plant”)

- **Cubes were overlooked:** In both conditions, collaborators sometimes missed some of the remaining cubes, especially towards the end of the task. Interestingly, conflict reasons and solving strategies differed between study conditions. When no SVLs were provided, dyads often did not realize the cubes that were positioned above their field of view (FOV), slightly above their heads until they started actively searching for the missing cubes. When SVLs were provided the SVLs (in this case the ceiling lamp) drew collaborators’ attention above their natural FOV to the higher positioned cubes. But we also identified cases SVLs occluded collaborators’ FOV. Again this required the collaborators to actively change their perspectives and search for the missing cubes.

**DISCUSSION, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS**

Confirming our hypothesis H1, SVLs changed collaborators’ communication behavior. While the number of spatial expressions did not significantly differ between both conditions, the proportions of types of spatial expressions changed. Collaborators used significantly less deictic expressions when SVLs were provided. Thereby they could avoid ambiguities, misinterpretations, and longer conversational turns. Conversational turns were only analyzed in terms of conflict situations. The collaborative model for the process of reference [8] implies that efficiency of communication can be determined by the number of collaborators’ conversational turns between initialization and mutual acceptance. Due to the complexity of natural conversation we were not able to clearly identify whether or not collaborators achieved mutual acceptance before they performed an action. For future studies, the study task should therefore contain a mechanism that asks the collaborators whether they had referred to the same cube after the uncover event.

Findings from user experiences and video observations confirm H2 and further stress the importance of SVLs: Even though there were no significant differences in TCT between the two conditions, SVLs were extensively used and the SVLs condition was favored by all participants. As the most frequently mentioned reason, they stated that the SVLs helped to establish a universal reference system which both collaborators could refer to. Likewise, conflict situations could be resolved more efficiently when SVLs were provided unless SVLs occluded some of the cubes. Furthermore, participants indicated that they felt as if they were transported to some other place when SVLs were provided. This indicates that the increase of artificiality via SVLs reduced the importance of the participants’ physical context. Our analysis, however, did not reveal that collaborators felt as if they were transported into the same work space. One explanation could be that SVLs were not sufficiently outstanding. Thus, future research should focus on how to establish remote collaboration with MR displays that transports collaborators into the same space.

**IMPLICATIONS FOR THE DESIGN**

Based on these findings and a qualitative video analysis we provide implications for the design of MRs to facilitate remote collaboration.

- **Provide SVLs:** Based on our findings we suggest the provisioning of SVLs, as they reduced collaborators’ non-shared, physical context, increased user experience and facilitated spatial referencing.

- **Position and Choice of SVLs:** Analysis of spatial expressions revealed that collaborators sometimes referred to their individual environment (e.g., “in the corner of the room”). Spatial references like these can become problematic when the sizes of the rooms differ significantly. In such cases we suggest using larger SVLs (like the shelf) to frame the physical 3D volume in which the work objects are positioned. Thereby SVLs can create a frame of reference. Furthermore, the application domain and its related work objects may determine the choice of SVLs and their positioning. In our experimental setting we positioned some cubes above collaborators’ FOV. In such scenarios, SVLs (such as the ceiling lamp) can guide collaborators’ attention to work objects that are above their FOV.

- **Make interactions visible:** We consider this an issue not particularly limited to our study setting but rather a general issue of remote MR collaboration. Future research is necessary to study techniques to overcome this issue (e.g., highlighting objects that are manipulated and providing a 3D adaption of the (2D) Halo [2] technique to visualize off-screen objects, collaborators, and events).

- **Provide the means to deactivate the SVLs:** While the provisioning of SVLs generally facilitated communication and improved user experience, they could also caused occlusion of work objects. Thus, each collaborator should individually be provided the means to deactivate the SVLs temporarily to foreground the work objects.

**CONCLUSION**

In this work we addressed the issue of different visual contexts during remote collaboration with MR displays. We proposed SVLs as a means to increase collaborators’ shared visual context. Results of an experimental study show that SVLs positively influence communication behavior in the sense that they reduced the occurrence of ambiguous deictic expressions which could cause conflict situations. In addition, participants reported a significantly increased user experience and favored the SVL condition. Based on these findings and a qualitative video analysis, we provide implications for the design of MR environments, particularly for those where the virtual work objects are not suitable as landmarks. In addition, we identified future research directions to further facilitate remote collaboration with MR displays.
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